


Logline: 
Modern life has tamed us, our most	  

basic and Cathartic instincts have been suppressed, EVEN THOUGH Some Guys 
KEEP STANDING against the rules.	  

You've seen them on the street, you've been afraid of them, you wouldn’t 
face them; 	  

These men celebrate their instinct and will destroy anyone	  
attempting to tame them. 	  

But, what happens when they’re faced with	  
beings who share their essence? 	  

	  	  



essence: 
Gallitos IS a reality show about energy liberation through 

PHYSICAL combat. 	  

A HARDCORE ENDURANCE test where each FIGHTER will HAVE TO 
demonstrate SUPREMACY.	  

 	  
we want to find those "Gallitos" that became urban legends 

because they are the street fighters of their neighborhood, the 
school's bullies, the most feared of the bodyguards, ETC.	  

These Guys will be nominated by people of their social circle, their 
family or coworkers & They’LL fight against  similar urban 

legends.	  

The winner of this show will demonstrate his skills against a 
true champion, or former world champion MMA in the aftermath 

of the program called	  

 "For Glory”



MATCH (LA PELEA): 
All forms of confrontation contact are valid as long as 

the participants are civilians and not professional 
FIGHTERS OF ANY KIND; we are looking for COMMON people 

from all social CLASSES. 

GALLITOS IS A competition FOR PEOPLE WHO ARE LOOKING TO 
CHANGE OR ESCAPE ROUTINE, AND ALSO LIKES TO TRY CONTACT 

SPORTS &ND COMBAT FIGHTING.





TORNEO (MAIN SHOW): 
Applicants who are selected will be divided into four 
categories DIVIDED BY weight CRITERIA. 

These four categories represent four parallel 
tournaments.	  

ThEsE categories provide a wider range than other 
competitions, such as ufc. 

Each category is conformed by 16 players/fighters 

The competition structure IS DIVIDED in four rounds 
(Preliminary, quarterfinal, semifinal, final)



The media profile of the fighters will increase 
according to their performance. With each round, the show will deepen 
in the sociological, psychological and physical context of each fighter



One of the key features of Gallitos is to know 
each of the fighters, the social context 
in which they conduct their lives,  what makes them tick, their 
aspirations, dreams and especially how reacting aggressively to 
Adversities  affects their daily lives 

Each of the selected fighters will be accompanied by a	  
crew WHO WILL record their daily lives, their routines, their physicall 
and mental preparation.	  

These clips will be SHOWN throughout the program 
 (tournament), aiming to create a link between the 
public and the fighter.

Profiles (BACKGROUND): 



the Ninja: 
a masked character with exceptional abilities of fight in a lot of 
disciplines. The Ninja is a key figure in gallitos. He will be the one 

to test the technical skills of the candidates in a sparring style 
fight during the casting.	  	  



the judges: 

The panel of judges responsible for defining the direction the 
show will consist of the most recognized fighters in the world

Anton 
 Berzin

CONOR 
MCGREGOR

CATHAL  
PENDRED

JOE  
MERRITT



SELECTION:	  
The road

phase i 
 	  
requirements:	  

Men residing in Mexico who meet medical qualities (full fitness endorsed by 
authorities in the field) of 18-50 years which shall apply 
for the following categories:  

Category                       Weight Limit 

Heroe                                   61.2 Kg	  
Beast                                    70.3 Kg	  
Monster                               83.9 Kg	  
Titan                                      111.13 Kg	  
 	  
The categories will divide the FIGHTERS into four tournaments.	  
Which will be transmitted simultaneously 	  
and interposed in each one of the episodes.

 	  
 	  
 



PHASE ii 
 	  
Casting:	  
 	  
After several filters, candidates will show their qualities and 
motivations to a group of judges conformed by celebrities or 
icons in the martial arts , sports and entertainment.  

Facing the jury they will have to go through several tests:	  

-facing The Ninja, which in the form of sparring will test the 
faculties techniques and their passion in a confrontation.	  

-A Series of technical tests based on a number of exercises from 
different fighting disciplines Example: punching(Boxing), Kicking 
(Tae Kwon Do), Keys (Greco-Roman Wrestling), etc.  

-tell their story and why they want to be part of Gallitos. 

 	  
 	  
 



FASE iii 
 	  
- Selection 

The jury will select 16 fighters from each category. are	  
We will create clips (profiles) for large 
features the fighters.	  

- The draw 

The preliminary round will be assigned in an open draw 
to the public, to decide who will fight 
first and indirectly set the course of tournament.
 	  
 	  
 



Season i	  

format 
 



Preview: 
 	  
-advertising in national media,	  
outdoor advertising, social media and guerrilla marketing	  
(Graffiti, Stickers, flyers)	  

episode i : 
 	  
-Recounts the highlights of the selection stage.	  
The most interesting and attractive castings will be shown for 
the public does not necessarily those of the elected candidates.	  

There will be an explanation of the tournament and its rules. The 
public 
will meet the judges and the process of creating Gallitos.	  
From its original idea to opening day in	  
a retrospective. 	  

 	  
 	  
 



episode II  
 	  
-Clips of the 64 fighters. 	  

The draw for the preliminary stages (first fights) of the four 
categories. 
 	  

episode iii - Preliminaries: 
 	  
The first two preliminary fights each category.	  

Total: 8 fights. 	  

episode iv - Preliminaries: 
Following two preliminary fights each category 

Total: 8 Fights 	  

 	  
 	  
 



epsisode V - Preliminaries:	  
 	  
Following two preliminary fights each category 

Total: 8 Fights 	  

episode VI - Preliminaries:	  
 	  
finale two preliminary fights each category 

Total: 8 Fights 	  

episode VII – Quarterfinals:	  
 	  
Two fights in each category 

Total: 8 Fights
 	  
 	  
 



episode VIII – Quarterfinals:  
 	  
Two fights in each category 

Total: 8 Fights 	  

episode IX – Semifinals:	  
 	  
the two semifinal fights of each category 	  

episode X -  Finale: 
The final fight each category 

Total: final 4 Fights 	  

 	  
 	  
 



technical 
Specifications: 
 	  
The clashes take place in an octagonal platform 
with walls of metal wire coated with black vinyl having 
a diameter of 9.8 m, 9.1 m spacing and point to point.	  

The fence is 1.70 m to 1.78 m. Cage is based on top of a	  
platform, lifting 1.2 m above ground. It has padded 
foam on top of the fence and between each of	  
eight sections. It also has two entrances 
and opposite each other out. The carpet, painted with 
sponsorship logos and art, is replaced in each event.



Each round will be judged by the following factors:	  

SUBMISION: a fighter taps the mat or his opponent,	  
expresses verbally, or clearly communicates to be suffering 
pain (eg from yelling) at a level that makes the 
referee stops the fight. In addition, a technical submission can	  
be called when a fighter loses consciousness or 
He is about to be seriously injured.	  

KO: a fighter loses consciousness.	  

(TKO): 	  
If the referee decides that a fighter can not 
continue the fight is declared a technical knockout (TKO) 

 	  
 	  
 

The VEREDICT: 



DESICIÓN DE LOS JUECES: 	  
Depending on scoring, a match may end as:	  

unanimous decision (all three judges vote the same fighter)	  

majority decision (two judges vote a victory for a	  
fighter, the third votes draw)	  

split decision (two judges vote a victory for a	  
fighter, the third opts for another fighter)	  

technical decision (a fighter becomes unable to continue 
as a result of an involuntary action or movement,	  
resulting in a decision based on the completed rounds	  
and unfinished if the number of rounds to be judged is sufficient)	  
 	  



DISQUALIFICATION	  

a fighter purposely performes a movement 
which is considered illegal by the referee 

"stand up”	  
the referee can raise the fighters if he believes that both are resting on 
the ground or are not performing Significant advances 
to take a dominant position.



prize: 
Being the Gallo is an achievement but ...	  

Have You reached the glory?	  

The four winners (one per category) will receive 
financial remuneration of 250,000 M / N	  

And the opportunity to snatch the glory 
from those who already achieved it.

 	  
 	  
 




